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1. Introduction. In the preceding paper [22] we showed that the solutions of

every admissible (nonautonomous) differential equation x'=/(x, t), defined on

WxR, can be viewed as a local dynamical systemtt on Wx g, where Wis an open

set in Rn and g is the space of translates off. By introducing various topologies on

t$, we were able to study the topological-dynamical characteristics of the flow

"■*(/> t)=ft on ft. By introducing the concept of the "hull" off we were able to

determine whether the flow/ be positively compact, compact, recurrent, almost

periodic, etc.

In this paper we are primarily interested in the asymptotic behavior of the

solutions of x'=/(x, 0- In particular we shall investigate the relationship between

the solution <p(x,f, t) of x'=/(x, 0 and the corresponding motion tt(x,/; 0 m

Wx g. One concept, which will play a central role in this investigation, is that of

the "set of limiting equations," which is the cu-limit set of the given differential

equation(2). This study is carried out in §§2 and 3.

The concept of "asymptotically autonomous differential equations" introduced

by L. Markus [8] can be described as those differential equations for which the

a)-limit set consists of a single point. This immediately admits generalizations to

asymptotically-periodic, asymptotically-almost periodic and asymptotically-

recurrent differential equations. One is able to derive more detailed information

about the solutions of these equations.

In §4 we shall investigate the question of the existence of almost periodic solu-

tions and periodic solutions of differential equations. This study is related to the

work of L. G. Deysach and G. R. Sell [4], J. L. Massera [9], R. K. Miller [12],

C. R. Putnam [17], G. Seifert [19], and G. R. Sell [21].

In §5 we shall briefly discuss some extensions of our work.

Since this paper relies heavily on the results of [22], we shall presume knowledge

of the earlier paper. We shall use the definitions and the notation of the preceding

paper.
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(2) Whenever we attribute a dynamical, or topological-dynamical, property to a differential

equation x'=f(x, 1), this is to be interpreted as a property of the flow/, in the space of translates

5, or in the hull g*.
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264 G. R. SELL [May

In this paper we shall consider (almost exclusively) differential equations

x'=f(x, t), where/is a regular function in &(Wx R, Rn), that is, every differential

equation in the hull satisfies a uniqueness condition. Our modus operandi in §§2, 3,

and 4 will be to treat first the situation with the compact-open topology on g.

Generalizations of the results to other topologies on g will be discussed at the

end of each section.

2. The solution fax,f t) and the motion n(x,f; t). In this section we wish to

examine the correspondence between solutions fax, ft) of x'=f(x, t) and the

motions Tt(x,f; t)in Wx g. We shall be primarily concerned here with the compact-

open topology on 5, and, unless stated to the contrary, the topological properties

of the motions/ will be in terms of this topology.

A. Compact solutions. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) be an admissible function and let

fat) = fax, / 0 be the solution of

(1) *' = fix, t)

that satisfies fax,f,0) = x. Let Ix = (ax,ßx) be the maximal interval of definition

for<£. We shall say that the solution^ is positively compact if the set {fat) : 0St<ßx}

lies in a compact set in W. (Negative compactness and compactness are defined

similarly.) Since Ix is maximal, it follows that ßx=+oo, whenever <f> is positively

compact. If <f> is compact, then Ix = R, that is, <f> is defined for all t in R.

Let feQ(WxR, Rn) be a regular function. Then the mapping (see Theorem

8 in [22])

(2) Ax,f; t) = (fax,f, t),ft)

defines a local dynamical system on X= Wx^*0, where g?o is the hull of/ The

next result, which establishes the basic relationship between the solutions fax,f t)

and the corresponding motions -rr(x,f; t), is now easily verified.

Lemma 1. Let fe(i(Wx R, Rn) be a regular function.

A. If a motion Tr(x,f; t) in Wx 5*, is

'positively compact

compact

periodic

.almost periodic

'positively compact*

compact

periodic

.almost periodic

positively compact

compact

periodic

.Bohr almost periodic.

', then the motion ft in fy*0 is

and the corresponding solution

fax,f, t) is <
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B. Assume that the motion / i« 3& is

(positively compact']

compact >.   Then a solution çi(x,/, t) is

almost periodic     J

{positively compact   ")

compact >   if and only if the corresponding motion

Bohr almost periodic)

{positively compact]

compact

almost periodic

B. The positive limit set. Let fe&iWxR, Rn) be a regular function and let 7r

be the local dynamical system on Wx g*, given by (2). Then, the projections

P:Wx%*,-+W   and    ß: Wx&* -► g*

are continuous. The motion 7r(x,/; t) is defined for all 1^0 if and only if the solu-

tion <f>ix,f t) is defined for all 1^0. In this case, the co-limit set i2Ui/) of the motion

is defined, although it may be empty. We define the positive limit set of the solution

c4(x,/ 0 as

L\x,n = P(Qx,n)-

If the motion/ in g*, is positively compact, then the positive limit set L+ can

be characterized as follows :

Lemma 2. Let fe&iWxR,Rn) be a regular function and assume that the

motion f is positively compact. Then a point x lies in the positive limit set L(+Xj)

of the solution <pix,f, t) if and only if there is a sequence {t„} in R with

(3) Tn-vco   and   ç4(x, / rn)-> x.

Proof. Recall that a point (x,/) lies in the co-limit set QixJ) of the motion

7r(x,/; 0 if and only if there is a sequence {rn} in R with

rn -> co    and   tt(x, / t„) -> (x, /).

The last limit can be rewritten as

(4) <f>ix,f, Tn) -*■ x   and   /n -*./

Now assume that x e L*xj). Then there is an / in g*0 such that (x, /) e i2(je>/).

Hence there is a sequence {rn} in R satisfying (3). Conversely, let x e W and let

{t-J be a sequence in R that satisfies (3). Since the motion / is positively compact,

we can find a convergent subsequence of {/„}, say that fin ->/. Hence, (4) is

satisfied. It then follows that (x,/) e i2(Ar>/), or that xeL*XJ).   Q.E.D.

Remark. The concept of the positive limit set seems to have been introduced

first by L. Markus [8]. It has also been used by J. P. LaSalle [7] and R. K. Miller [11].
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Theorem 1. Let fe<S,(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and let g*o be the hull

off in the compact-open topology. Assume thatfi is positively compact in the compact-

open topology. Let fax,f t) be a positively compact solution of x'=f(x, t). Then

the co-limit set ü(x,/) in Wx^*0 is nonempty, compact and invariant. If

(x*,f*) e i2(r>/), then the solution fax*,f*, t) of x' =f*(x, t) is compact. Further-

more, the positive limit set Lfxj) is a nonempty, compact set in W. Also, if x* e L¿,/),

then fax*,f*, t) eL(x¡nfor all t, where f* is some function in t$fQ.

Proof. By Lemma 1, the motion Tr(x,f t) is positively compact in the local

dynamical system on X—Wx^*,. Therefore (by Lemma 3 of [22]) the co-limit

set Ü(X,/) is nonempty and compact. Since the projection P: ^x§*-> W is

continuous, the set L(+Xil) = P(ilixJ)) is nonempty and compact. The rest of the

theorem follows from Lemma 1.   Q.E.D.

In this paper we are primarily interested in the topological-dynamical behavior

of solutions of nonautonomous differential equations. However, in applications

one may be interested in some analytical criteria for the dynamical properties.

In particular, the reader will recall that the compactness, or positive-compactness,

of the motion / is implied by a uniform continuity condition on / (See Theorem

14 and Corollaries in [22].) The following corollary of Theorem 1 will illustrate

this.

Corollary. Let fe(&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and let t}*o be the hull

off. Assume that fis bounded and uniformly continuous on every set Mx R + , where

M is compact in W and R+ ={t : 0^r<co}. If fax,f t) is a positively compact

solution ofx'=f(x, t), then fl(JCi/) is a nonempty, compact set in Wx g*0 and L+X¡D

is a nonempty, compact set in W.

Proof. This follows from the above theorem and Theorem 14 in [22].    Q.E.D.

A corollary similar to this can be stated after many theorems listed below. We

shall not give a formal statement.

Since the mapping tt* = Qy, where Q: Wx £5*0 -> g*0 is the projection map,

defines a dynamical system on 5*,, it follows that if Qix¡n is invariant in Wx g*,,

then the set Q(Qix,n) in g£> is an invariant set. It is, in fact, the co-limit set of the

motion/ in O™, that is, ílf = Q(ü,(x¡n). This set Qf is very important in the study

of asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1). We shall pursue this study by a detailed

analysis of the relationship between the solutions of (1) and the solutions of

differential equations arising from O*.

Remark. Let us note that if / e ©( W x R, Rn) is admissible and g* is any hull

of/ then the above results can be generalized to, this case, in the obvious manner.

It should be noted that, in this case, the positive limit set L(+Xj) will depend on the

hull 3*.

3. Limiting equations. In this section we shall consider regular functions / in

©( W x R, Rn). We shall consider first the case where the space of translates g,
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or the hull |y*0, has the compact-open topology. The generalizations of these

results to other topologies will be treated at the end of this section.

A. Definition of limiting equations. Let fed(WxR, Rn) and let 3*o be the hull

of / (Neither regularity nor admissibility of / will be important here.) Let

77*(/ /)=/ be the flow on \}*0 and let Ü* denote the co-limit set off in this flow.

If the co-limit set Qf off in i}*0 is nonempty, then we say that the set of limiting

equations for

x' = f(x, t)

is the set of all differential equations of the form

(3) x'=/*(x,0       (/*£"/*)•

The first result is elementary.

Lemma 3. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) and assume that the motion / is positively com-

pact in the compact-open topology. Then the set of limit equations for f is a nonempty,

compact subset of %*0<=&(Wx R, Rn).

Let fe QL(Wx R, Rn) and assume that the motion/ is positively compact in the

compact-open topology. Let Ü* be the co-limit set off in ft*0. We shall say that/is

asymptotically autonomous if Q* consists of a simple point, say Q* = {/*}. (This

means (see Theorem 13 in [22]) that/* is an autonomous function.) We shall say

that / is asymptotically periodic if Q* consists of a single periodic trajectory.

(This means (see Theorem 13 in [22]) that if/* e Q.f, then/* is periodic in t.)

We shall say that/is asymptotically almost periodic if Q* is an a.p. minimal set in

0r*o. (This means (see Theorem 18 in [22]) that iff* e üf, then/* is a Bohr almost

periodic function.) We shall say that/is asymptotically recurrent if Q* is a (compact)

minimal set in ?y*o- Also, / is said to be asymptotically Poisson-stable if there is a

point/* in Q* such that the trajectory/* is dense in £2*. (A necessary and sufficient

condition that Í2* have this property is that it be "quasi-minimal." See V. V.

Nemyckii [15] or V. V. Nemyckiï and V. V. Stepanov [14] for a proof. This,

of course, implies that the motion/* is Poisson-stable.)

If/is asymptotically autonomous, then the set of limit equations for x'=/(x, 0

consists of the single equation x'=/*(x), where D* = {/*}. If/is asymptotically

periodic, then the set of limiting equations for x'=/(x, /) is given by

x' =/*(x, T + 0,        Oir<P,

where/* e üf and/* is periodic in / with (minimal) period P. The set of limiting

equations in any of the other special cases can be constructed in a similar manner.

The following lemma will be helpful in some applications :

Lemma 4. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) and assume that f=g+h, where g and « are in

&(Wx R, Rn). Assume further that h(x,t)^-0 as I-^co, uniformly on compact

sets in W. The following statements are valid in the compact-open topology.
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(A) The limiting equations of x'=f(x, t) and x'=g(x, t) are the same.

(B) If gt is a compact motion, thenfi is positively compact.

(C) If g is Bohr almost periodic, thenf is positively compact.

(D) If g is, respectively, autonomous, periodic in t, or Bohr almost periodic,

then f is, respectively, asymptotically autonomous, asymptotically periodic, or

asymptotically almost periodic.

B. Solutions of the limiting equations. Now consider fe(í(WxR, Rn) to be a

regular function. The next result relates the behavior of a positively compact

solution fax,f t) of x'=f(x, t) with the behavior of solutions of the limiting

equations.

Theorem 2. Let fe(S.(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and assume that the

motion fi is positively compact in 3r?o- Let fax,f t) be a positively compact solution

of x'=f(x, t). Then for every point (x*,f*) in Q{xj), the solution fax*,f*, t) is

compact. Moreover, there exists a sequence {t„} in R with t„ -> oo and such that

fax,f Tn + t) converges to fax*,f*, t) uniformly on compact set in R.

Proof. This theorem is a consequence of the following fact from topological

dynamics : If w is a local dynamical system on X and {/?„} is a sequence that

converges to p, then the sequence {n(pn, t)} converges to tr(p, t) uniformly on

compact sets in Ip, where Ip is the maximal interval of definition of ir(p, t). (See

Lemma 4 of [22].)

Let fax,f t) be a positively compact solution of x'=f(x, t). Then by Lemma 1,

the motion -rr(x,f; t) in the local dynamical system on Wx 2r*0 is positively com-

pact. By Theorem 1, every solution fax*,f*, t), where (x*,f*) e tt(xj), is compact.

Therefore, (see Lemma 3 of [22]) the solution fax*,f*,t) and the motion

ir(x*,f*, t) are defined on all of R, that is, Iix.j.y = R. Now let {t„} be a sequence

in R, with Tn ->oo and -rr(x,f; t„) -> (x*,f*). Then, as cited above, -rr(x,f; rn + t)

converges to n(x*,f*; t) uniformly on compact sets in R. Since the projection P

is continuous, the solutions

fax,f, tb + 0 = P<x,f t„ + 0

converge to fax*,f*, t) uniformly on compact sets in R.   Q.E.D.

The conclusion of Theorem 2 can be formulated in terms of the positive limit

set L*xj). The basic fact here is that if a* £ Lfx¡n, then there is an/* in g*, such that

(x*,f*)eQ(XJ).

Corollary 1. Let fed(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and assume that the

motion f is positively compact in 2r?0- Let fax,f t) be a positively compact solution

of x' =f(x, t). Then for every point x* in L^xj), there is a function /* in £2* such

that the solution fax*,f*, t) is compact. Moreover, there exists a sequence {t„} with

t„ -*oo and such that fax,f, rn + t) converges to fax*,f*, t) uniformly on compact

sets in R.
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This corollary asserts that the positive limit set L^xj) is quasi-invariant in the

sense defined by R. K. Miller [11].

If/ is asymptotically autonomous, then one can say more.

Corollary 2. Let f e &(W x R, Rn) be a regular function that is asymptotically

autonomous. Let Í2* ={/*}. Then every w-limit set Qx,n can be expressed in the

form

"(*,/) = A*,/)x {/ }•

Therefore, the positive limit set L{+Xj) is the union of solutions o/x'=/*(x). If the

solution <t>(x,f, t) is positively compact, then for every x* in L*xj) the solution

(p(x*,f*, t) is compact, and there exists a sequence {t„}, with t„->-oo, such that

<f>(x,f Tn + 0 converges to <f>(x*,f*, t) uniformly on compact sets in R.

The situation for asymptotically periodic equations is similar to that for asymp-

totically autonomous equations.

Corollary 3. Let fed(WxR, Rn) be a regular function that is asymptotically

periodic and let f* be a (fixed) element of £2*. Let P be the minimal period of f*

and let <¡>(x,f, t) be a positively compact solution of x'=/(x, /). Then for every x*

i« L&,f) there is a t,0^t<P, such that the solution cA(x*,/*, 0 of x'=f*(x, r + t)

is compact. Moreover, there exists a sequence {t„}, with Tn—>co, such that

<f>(x,fi rn+t) converges to <f>(x*,f*, t) uniformly on compact sets in R.

The next corollary is merely the contrapositive of Theorem 2.

Corollary 4. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and assume that the

motion ft is positively compact in g*0. If there is one limiting equation x'=f*(x, t)

that does not have a compact solution, then the given equation x'=f(x, t) does not

have a positively compact motion.

Remarks. The above results generalize some work of L. Markus [8] and

R. K. Miller [11]. In Example A (below) we show that it is possible that the given

equation may have no positively compact solutions, while the limiting equations

have only compact solutions.

A form of Theorem 2 is possible even if we drop the assumption of positive

compactness. We shall state the following theorem without proof.

Theorem 3. Let feQ(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and let <f>(x,f t) be a

solution of x' =f(x, t) that is defined for all ?^0. Let ü<xj) be the oj-limit set of the

motion rr(x,f; t) in Wxft*,. If(x*,f*) e Qu>/„ then there is a sequence {rn} with

rn -h>-oo and such that <f>(x,f rn + t) converges to <f>(x*,f*, t) uniformly on compact

sets in Ix., where Ix. is the maximal interval of definition of the solution <f>(x*,f*, t).

C. Stable solutions. We have already asserted (see Example A below) that the

solutions of the given equation may be nonpositively compact while the solutions

of the limiting equations are compact. This occurs when the given differential
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equation fails to have certain stability properties. Let us now investigate the

asymptotic behavior of solutions under the assumption of stability.

Let fe<l(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and assume that /(0, 0=0 for all

r^O. That is, fa0,f 0 = 0 for all t^0. It follows then that /*(0, 0=0 (for all

r^0) for every function/* in the hull g*0, and that /*(0, 0=0 (for all 0 when

/* £ Cif.
We shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let a(r, t) be a nonnegative function defined for

{(r, 0 : 0 á r á a, 0 á t < oo}

that is nondecreasing in r. Let fe <&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function. If the solutions

ofx'=f(x, t) satisfy

(4) \fax,f, 01 Ú «(|*|, 0       i\x\ è a, 0 è r, 0 è t),

then the solutions ofx'=f*(x, t) satisfy

(5) \fax,f*, 01 ̂  <\x\, t)       (|*| ú a, 0 á 0

for every limiting equation /* £ Q*.

Proof. Let e > 0 be given and let / be any compact interval in

R+ = {t : 0 ^ t < oo}.

Let p be any basic metric on&(Wx R, Rn). By Kamke's Lemma (Lemma 2 in [22]),

for every /* in D* there is a 8 > 0 such that

(6) \fax,f*, t)-fax,g, 0| < s       (\x\ ï a, tel),

whenever p(f*, g) < 8. By the definition of Q* we can find a translate /, t ^ 0,

such that p(f*,f)<8. Then by combining (4) and (6) we get

\fax,f*,t)\ Se + a(\x\,t)       (\x\ èa,tel).

Now let e -> 0 and we get

(7) \fax,f*,t)\í*(\x\,t)       (\x\úa,tel).

Since the right side of (7) does not depend on /, the result is true for all t ̂  0.

Q.E.D.
Remark. It should be noted that in the last result we did not assume the motion

/ to be positively compact. If/ is not positively compact, then the co-limit set

£2* may be empty, in which case the conclusion of Lemma 5 is vacuously true.

Also note that Theorems 4 and 5 stated below do not require the motion to be

positively compact.

We give the following definitions of stability.
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Definitions. Let fed(WxR,Rn) be an admissible function with /(0, 0=0

for all r^O. We shall say that the null solution </>(0,f 0=0 is:

(i) stable if

|#*,/, 01 =«(W)       (\x\Sa,0út)

where a(r) is a nonnegative, continuous, increasing function defined for 0 = r ^ a

witha(0)=0;

(ii) uniformly stable if

(8) |c¿(x,/, 01 = <*(|*|)       (|*| S a, 0 g r, 0 = 0,

where a is as in (i) ;

(iii) asymptotically stable if it is stable and <¡>(x, /, t)-+Q as r->oo, whenever

|x| ^a and O^t;

(iv) uniformly asymptotically stable if

|cÄ(x,Z, 01 = «(1*1 MO       (1*1 = a, 0 = t, 0 = 0.

where a is as in (i) and o(t) is a positive, continuous, decreasing function defined

for 0^/ with ct(0->-0 as r->oo. (For a discussion of the equivalence between

these definitions of stability and the "e-8" definitions, see W. Hahn [5].)

The next theorem is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 5 and the above

definitions.

Theorem 4. Let fe<E(WxR, Rn) be a regular function with /(0, 0=0 for all

iäO.

(A) If the null solution of x'=f(x, t) is uniformly stable, then the null solution

of every limiting equation x'=/*(*, 0 is uniformly stable.

(B) If the null solution of x' =f(x, t) is uniformly asymptotically stable, then the

null solution of every limiting equation x'=/*(x,/) is uniformly asymptotically

stable.

The concept of stability for an arbitrary solution can be reduced to the above

concept by a standard technique. That is, if </> is any solution of x'=/(x, 0. then

c4 is said to be "— stable" if the null solution of

x'=/(x+¿(0,0-/(^(0,0

is — stable. The last theorem can now be generalized as follows :

Theorem 5. Letfe&(Wx R, Rn) be a regular function. If there exists a positively

compact solution <¡>(x,fit) of x' =f(x, t) that is uniformly stable {or, uniformly

asymptotically stable}, then every limiting equation x'=f*(x,t) has a compact

solution that is uniformly stable {or, respectively, uniformly asymptotically stable}.

In Theorems 4 and 5 we assumed that the given equation had a "stable"

solution and showed that the limiting equations had the same property. The
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problem of reversing these roles is a bit delicate. That is, if we assume some

stability properties of the solutions of the limiting equations, then it is generally

harder to derive results about the given equation. Consider the following example.

Example A.   The solutions of the linear equation

*' = (,+2)log(, + 2)*       (^0)

are neither positively compact, nor stable. However, the solutions of the limiting

equation (there is only one) x'=0 are compact and uniformly stable. (Although

the above equation is defined only for r^O, one can easily extend it for /<0.

This would not change the limiting equation.)

However, we are able to prove the following result for asymptotic stability.

Theorem 6. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function withf(0,t)=0 (t^O)

and assume that the motion / is positively compact, in the compact open topology.

If
(i) the null solution of x' =f(x, t) is uniformly stable, and

(ii) the null solution of every limiting equation is asymptotically stable (in a

uniform sense), that is \fax,f*, t)\ ->0 as /-»-oo whenever \x\?¿a and f*eüf,

then the null solution of the given equation x' =f(x, t) is asymptotically stable.

Proof. Let a(r) be defined for 0 ^ r S a so that (8) is satisfied. Then by Lemma 5

one has

\fax,f*,t)\ia(\x\) (|*|Sfl,0£0.

for every/* in Q*. Now consider the restriction of the local dynamical system on

Wxt$*0 to the subspace Wxilf. Let M be the set {0}xQ*. In the sense of J.

Auslander, et al. [2], the set M is a stable attractor in the space Wx £2*. (In [2],

the concept of an attractor was defined for dynamical systems. However, the

definitions, and the results we need here, are valid for local dynamical systems.)

The region of attraction A(M) is an open, positively-invariant set in WxQ.* and

it contains a set of the form {(x,f*) : \x\ úá,f* e Q*}, for some â>0.

Now consider a solution fax, /, 0 of *'=/,(*, t), where |*| is sufficiently small;

that is,

|*| S a   and   a(|*|) g â.

Since |*| ^a, the solution fax,f,t) is positively compact and the co-limit set

Q = Q(x/i) is nonempty and compact, and is contained in WxQf. Also, since

\fax,f, 0| ^a(\x\)^â, the co-limit set Ü lies in the region of attraction A(M) of

M. Since Q is compact, every motion in Q, is compact. Therefore, if (**,/*) £ Q,

then the a-limit set of the motion «(**,/*, 0 is nonempty and lies in Ci<=A(M).

Since M is a stable attractor, one has (see [2, Theorem 5]) Q. <= M. Therefore the

positive limit set L¿>/t)={0}, that is, fax,f, i)->0 as t-^oo.   Q.E.D.
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Remark. The author feels that one should be able to prove Theorem 6 without

assuming that the null solution of *'=/(*, /) be uniformly stable. It may be neces-

sary to assume that the null solutions of the limiting equations are uniformly

asymptotically stable. If this is true, it would generalize a result of L. Markus

[8, Theorem 2] for asymptotically autonomous equations.

D. Examples of limiting equations. Let us now consider some example of sets

of limiting equations. We have already discussed asymptotically autonomous and

the asymptotically periodic equations. Also, examples of asymptotically almost

periodic equations appear in the literature. (See [11], [18].) We begin with the

following example.

Example B. Let a, b, and c be real numbers and consider the second order

equation

ax" + bx' + cx = sin |i|1,2;

or more generally,

(9) ax" + bx' + cx = sin ait) = git),

where a is a diffeomorphism of R+ onto R+ and a'(t)->0 as r->co. It is easily

shown that the set of limiting equations for (9) is

(10) ax" + bx' + cx = p.       (-1 i n S 1)

where /x is a constant. If the coefficients a, b, and c are positive, then the solutions

of (9) are uniformly asymptotically stable. If {t„} is a sequence with t„ -* co and

g(rn) -> p., and if cA(0 is any solution of (9), then (by Theorems 2 and 5) one has

fan) -> p-lc.
These facts are easily proved. We state them here to motivate the following

generalization.

Theorem 7. Let fed(Wx R, Rn) and assume that fis C1, that is, f has continuous

first partial derivatives. Assume that for each r in R, there is a sequence {rn} with

rn —> co and

(11) /(*, rn)->/(*, r) (xeW).

Ifdf/dt -> 0 as t —>oo (uniformly on compact sets in W), then every equation

(12) dx\dt m f(x, r)       (t e R)

is a limiting equation for x' =f(x, t). Moreover, the set of equations given in (12)

¡s dense (with respect to the compact-open topology) in the set of limiting equations.

Hence, every limiting equation for x'=f(x, t) is autonomous.

Proof. We shall first show that every equation of the form (12) is a limiting

equation for x'=/(x, t). Indeed, let e>0 be given and let K=MxI be a set in

Wx R, where M is compact in W and / is compact in R. We can assume, without

any loss of generality, that / is an interval with length |/|. Let re R and choose
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{t„} in R so that (11) is satisfied. We may assume that the convergence in (11) is

uniform on M. Now choose T>0 so that

(13) \dfl8t(x, 0| S «       (xeM,t^ T-1/|).

Choose N so that t„ ^ T— \I\ and

(14) |/(*,rn)-/(*,r)|  g£,

for n ^ A. It now follows from (13) and (14) that

|/(*, rn + t)-f(x, r)|  ¿ \f(x, rn + t)-f(x, rn)| + \f(x, rn)-f(x, r)\

S e-|/|+e

for n ̂  N and t e I. This proves that (12) is a limiting equation for *' =/(*, 0-

Any other limiting equation for *' =/(*, 0 is given by the limit (in the compact-

open topology) of a sequence {/n} where t„ ->• oo. If g e Q* gives rise to such an

equation, then g(x, 0 = lim/(*, rn + t); that is g lies in the closure of the set

of equations (12).   Q.E.D.

A stronger form of Theorem 7 is possible.

Theorem 8. Let fe(i(Wx R, Rn) and assume that f=g + h where g and h are in

&(Wx R, R"). Assume that gt is a positively compact motion. Furthermore, assume

that for each r in R there is a sequence {t„} with

rn -> oo    and   h(x, rn) -> h(x, t)       (x e W),

and that dh¡dt -*■ 0 as t ->-oo (uniformly on compact sets in W). Then every equation

of the form

(15) *' = **(*, t) + h(x, r)       (r eR,g*e Q*)

is a limiting equation of x' =f(x, t). Moreover, the set of all equations given in (15)

is dense in the set of limiting equations for f.

The proof of this is similar to that of Theorem 7, so we shall omit the details.

There are some immediate consequences of this result.

Corollary. Let f g, and h be given as in Theorem 8.

(A) If g is asymptotically autonomous, then (15) becomes

(16) x'=g*(x)+h(x,r)       (reR),

where £2* = {g*}. In particular, every limiting equation for *' =g(x, t) is autonomous.

(B) If g is asymptotically periodic, then (15) becomes

(17) *' = g*(x, o + t)+h(x, r)       (reR,0 è<r < P),

where g* e Ü* has minimal period P. In particular, every limiting equation for

*'=/(*, 0 is periodic, of period P.

(C) If g is asymptotically almost periodic, then every limiting equation for

*'=/(*, 0 is given by a Bohr almost periodic function.
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Proof. Parts (A) and (B) are obvious. Part (C) follows from Theorem 10 and

Theorem 18 in [22].   Q.E.D.

E. Other topologies. The above results can be readily generalized to other

topologies on the space of translates fy of a given function/in (E(Wx R, Rn). The

essential fact to note is that the definition of the "set of limiting equations" will

now depend on this topology. In particular, if fe &(Wx R, Rn) and ?y* is any hull

of/ then we define the set of limiting equations (with respect to 5*) of *'=/(*, 0 by

*' = /*(*, 0      if* e Û?),

where £2* is the co-limit set of the motion/ in {}*. With this modification, all the

results given above carry over with little change.

Let us note that many investigations of Bohr almost periodic differential

equations can be viewed in terms of the Bohr topology on fy or ¡J*. In this case,

a sequence {/„} in g* converges to a function /* in g* if and only if {/„(*, 0}

converges to /*(*, 0 uniformly on every set M x R, where M is compact in W.

However, even in this case, one cannot expect to get a stronger conclusion in the

analogue of Theorem 2. That is (using the notation of Theorem 2), the sequence of

solutions <f>(x,f rn + t) will not—in general—converge uniformly to <j>(x*,f*, t).

4. Existence of almost periodic and periodic solutions. We now consider the

following problems. Let fe&(Wx R, Rn) be a regular function. We ask then,

under what (topological) conditions does the equation x' =/(x, 0 have a Bohr

almost periodic solution, or a periodic solution. This problem has been studied

in various contexts by several authors. (See [4], [9], [12], [17], [18], [19], [21].)

A related problem is to determine when the limiting equations for x' =/(x, 0

have almost periodic, or periodic, solutions. We shall now study this and, as

before, we assume that the space of translates g is given with the compact-open

topology.

A. Almost periodic solutions. We shall see that the following fact from topological

dynamics will play a central role in this discussion.

Theorem 9. Let tt be a local dynamical system on a metric space X and let -n(p, t)

be a positively compact motion in X. Ifir(p, t) is uniformly positively Lyapunov-stable

with respect to y + (p)u £2P, then £2P is a.p. minimal.

A proof of this for dynamical systems can be found in [4]. However, that argu-

ment can easily be modified for local dynamical systems.

The definition of uniform stability appears in [22, §2]. However, it will be helpful

to reformulate it here for the given local dynamical system 77 on Wx \}*0.

Let fe&=&(WxR, R") be a regular function and assume that the motion

7r(x,/; 0, given by (2), is defined for all r^O. Let p be a basic metric on ©. The

motion 77-(x,/ 0 is then uniformly positively Lyapunov-stable with respect to D

if for every e > 0 there is a S > 0 such that

d(n(x,f; t), n(x*,f*; 0) =  \<f>(x,f, t)-<p(x*,f*, t)\+p(ft,fn < e,
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for all t ̂  0, whenever

(*,/)£ y+(x,f),       (x*,f*)eD

and d((x,f), (**,/*))= |*-**|+p(/,/*)< 8.
In the next theorem, and its corollaries, we seek necessary conditions that a

given differential equation *'=/(*, 0 has a uniformly positively Lyapunov-stable

motion Tt(x,f; t). Because of Theorem 9, we shall be interested in only positively

compact motions.

Theorem 10. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and let Tr(x,f; t) be a

motion in Wx%*0 that is positively compact and uniformly positively Lyapunov-

stable with respect to y + (x,f) u Q(xj). Then the u>-limit set £2(x>/) is a.p. minimal

and the motion / is positively compact. Hence, if (**,/*) £ 0,iXtf), then the solution

fax*,f*, t) of *'=/*(*, 0 is Bohr almost periodic and the function /*(*, 0 is

Bohr almost periodic.

Proof. The fact that £2Ui/) is a.p. minimal follows from Theorem 9. If tr(x*,f* ; t)

is a motion in £2(je>/), then the projections

P(tt(x*, /* ; 0) = <Kx*, f*,t)   and    Q(tt(x*, f*,t))= /*

into W and t$*0 are Bohr almost periodic.   Q.E.D.

In the last theorem we showed that every limiting equation for *'=/(*, 0 is

Bohr almost periodic. One may then ask whether / is asymptotically almost

periodic. The answer is in the affirmative.

Corollary 1. Let f be given as in Theorem 10. If there exists a positively compact

motion Tr(x,f;t) in Wx^*0 that is uniformly positively Lyapunov-stable with

respect to y+(x,f) u £2(x>/), then fis asymptotically almost periodic.

Proof. We already observed that every function/* in £2* is Bohr almost periodic.

It only remains to show that £2* is a minimal set. However, this is a direct conse-

quence of the fact that £2u-/) is a minimal set in Wx g*0 (Theorem 10) and that

the projection Q oí Wx g*0 onto £y*0 is continuous.    Q.E.D.

One may ask whether the given equation *'=/(*, t) has a Bohr almost periodic

solution. To this end we can prove the following:

Corollary 2. Let f be given as in Theorem 10 and assume that the motion / is

positively Poisson-stable, in the compact-open topology. Assume further that there

is a positively compact motion n(x,f; t) in Wx^*0 that is uniformly positively

Lyapunov-stable with respect to y+(*,/) U £2(Xj/). Then the equation *'=/(*, 0

has a Bohr almost periodic solution.

Proof. By Theorem 10, the co-limit set £2(*f/) is a.p. minimal. Since the motion

ft is Poisson-stable, there is a sequence {t„}, t„ -> oo, with /„ -> / Furthermore,

since the motion -n(x,f; t) is positively compact, the solution fax,f, t) is positively

compact. Therefore, the sequence {fax, f t„)} has a convergent subsequence, say
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that ç4(x,/ t„)->x. Since (x,f) e Q{xj), the solution </>(x,f, t) of *'=/(*, i) is

Bohr almost periodic by Theorem 10.   Q.E.D.

The hypotheses of the last corollary deserve further comment. There exist

regular functions/in &(Wx R, Rn) that are not Bohr almost periodic, but have

the following properties:

(i) the motion/ is positively compact (in the compact-open topology), and

(ii) the motion/ is positively Poisson-stable (in the compact-open topology).

(See L. Auslander and F. Hahn [1].) However, it is not possible that this type of

function have a motion tr(x,f; t) that is uniformly  stable with respect to

y+(x,f) u nu,/> This gives the next result.

Corollary 3. Let fe<£(WxR, Rn) be a regular function where the motion / is

positively compact and positively Poisson-stable in the compact-open topology.

A necessary condition that there be a positively compact motion n(x,f; t) (in Wx ft*0)

that is uniformly stable with respect to y+(x,f) u ü(x¡n is that f be a Bohr almost

periodic function.

Proof. This follows from Corollary 2 and Theorem 10.   Q.E.D.

The above results give necessary conditions (on /) that a positively compact

motion tt(x,/; 0 be uniformly positively Lyapunov-stable, (with respect to

y+(x,f) u £2(Ar,n)- By also considering the corresponding solution <f>(x,f t) one

can get both necessary and sufficient conditions. To do this we need to introduce

a type of stability for solutions of *'=/(*, /) that is related to "total stability"

or "stability under persistent disturbances." (See [5], [6], [10].)

Definition. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function, let © be a subset of

the hull g*» and let p be a basic metric on g*,. We say that a solution <f>(x,f t)

of *'=/(*, 0 is stable under disturbances from @ if for every e>0 there is a 8>0

such that
\<f,(x,fi T + t)-<p(y,g,t)\ ïe        (t^O)

whenever ge ©, and \<j>(x,f r)—y\ ^8 and p(f,g)^S, for some t^O.

Before turning to the next theorem it will be convenient to reformulate the last

type of stability as a comparison statement. It is easy to see that a solution <f>(x,f, t)

of x' =/(*, 0 is stable under disturbances from © if and only if there is a continuous

real-valued function a(r, s) defined for 0 ^ r < au 0 ^ s < a2, such that a is increasing

in each variable separately, <x(0, 0) = 0 and

(18) \<f>(x,fi T + t)-<f>(y,g, 0| ^ <\<t>(x,f r)-y\, P(/,/))

foralli^O, t^O, and ge®.

If the solution <f>(x,f t) of *'=/(*, 0 is stable under disturbances from ©,

then for every t ^ 0 the solution

</>(<f>(x,fi t),/, 0 = <f>(x,f, T+t)

of *'=/(*, 0 is stable under disturbances from ©. Moreover, we can prove the

following result.
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Lemma 6. Let feQ(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and let fax,f t) be a

positively compact solution of *'=/(*, 0 that is stable under disturbances from ©.

If (x*,f*)e £2(x>/), then the compact solution fax*,f*, t) of the limiting equation

*'=/*(*, 0 is stable under disturbances from @. Moreover, if a satisfies (18) for

fax,f t), then the same a can be used for fax*,f*, t).

Proof. By the change of variables used in §3,C we can assume i that

fax,f 0=0, r^O. In this case, inequality (18) becomes

\<Ky,g,0\ £<\y\,p(fng))

for all 1^0 and all g e ©. We now show that the null solution of every limiting

equation is stable under disturbances from @.

Indeed, if/* £ £2*, then there is a sequence {/J with t„->oo and fn ->/*.

By continuity we get

/>(/„,g)■+ p(f*,g),     «(bl, p(/„,g))-+ «i\y\, p(f*,g))

and therefore

\<Ky,g,t)\ úa(\y\,p(f*,g))

for every g e © and every /* £ £2*.   Q.E.D.

In our applications we shall be interested in the case where the set © mentioned

above contains the set £2*.

We are now able to prove the following result which gives a sufficient condition

that there exists a motion «•(**,/*, t) that is positively compact and uniformly

positively Lyapunov-stable with respect to y+(**,/*) u ilix,;.y

Theorem 11. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function that is asymptotically

almost periodic. Let fax,f, t) be a positively compact solution of *'=/(*, 0 that is

stable under disturbances from £2*. 77?en every motion n(x*,f*, t) in the w-limit set

£2(xr/) is compact and uniformly positively Lyapunov stable with respect to Q<*,/).

In particular, Q{x,n contains an a.p. minimal set.

Proof. We choose a(r, s) so that (18) is satisfied. From Lemma 6 it follows

that for every g e © = £2* one has

(19) \fax*,f*, t)-fay,g, 01 á «(\x*-y\, P(f*,g))      (t ̂  0)

for every /* £ £2*, where (x*,f*)e Q.ixf). In particular, (19) holds when (y, g)

are in Q.ixtf) also. Let e>0 be given. Since £2* is an a.p. minimal set, it is equi-

continuous and there is a 8 > 0 such that

P(ft*,gt)èe

whenever /*, g are in £2* and p(f*, g) ^ 8. Since a(r, s) is continuous, S can also be

chosen so that (19) implies that

\fax*,f*,t)-fay,g,t)\±E       (t^0)
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whenever (**,/*) e ß(JC>/), (y> S) 6 û<*./) and

\x*-y\+P(f*,g)èo.

But this implies that the compact motion 7r(x*,/*, 0 is uniformly positively

Lyapunov-stable with respect to ¿iixJ).   Q.E.D.

As a direct consequence of Theorems 10 and 11 we get the next result.

Theorem 12. Let fe&(WxR, Rn) be a regular function that is asymptotically

almost periodic. If there exists a positively compact solution <f>(x,fi t) of

(20) *' = /(*, 0

that is stable under disturbances from £lf, then every limiting equation of (20) has a

Bohr almost periodic solution. If, in addition, f itself is Bohr almost periodic, then

(20) has a Bohr almost periodic solution.

Remarks. 1. It should be noted that the second part of Theorem 12 has been

discussed elsewhere by R. K. Miller [12] and G. Seifert [19]. Seifert's result,

which is formulated in terms of the fundamental frequencies for the almost periodic

differential equation, is equivalent to ours.

2. The concept of "stability under disturbances from ©" is weaker than the

concept of "total stability," or "stability under persistent disturbances." The

latter concept has been discussed often in the literature and several sufficient

conditions for this type of stability are known. We refer the reader to the papers

[5], [6], [10].
B. Periodic solutions. In this section we shall be interested in (topological-dynam-

ical) criteria for the existence of periodic solutions of differential equations. In a

sense, this can be viewed as a generalization of the problems considered by Poincaré

and Bendixson in their analysis of autonomous differential equations in the plane.

Several authors [8], [9], [16], [21] have studied problems related to this. The problem

is to assume that a given equation *' =/(*, 0 has a positively compact solution

<t>(x,f, t) and to determine whether the given equation (or one of the limiting

equations) has a periodic solution. For low order equations (W^R2, or W^R1)

one can get the desired conclusion, with very few additional hypotheses, by using

either the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem (cf. [8], [9], [16]) or a fixed-point theorem

(cf. [9]). For the general problem, an asymptotic stability condition is needed

for the desired conclusion (cf. [21]).

J. L. Massera [9] considered the problem of periodic solutions of periodic

differential equations on Rn x R. However, only for n = 1 and « = 2 was he able to

state some (topological-dynamical) results on the existence problem mentioned

above. These results can be generalized to asymptotically periodic equations.

Theorem 13. Let fe&(WxR,R) be a regular function that is asymptotically

periodic, where W^R. If <f>(x,f t) is a positively compact solution of *'=/(*, 0,

then the m-limit set ü(xj) contains a periodic motion. In particular, every limiting

equation of *'=/(*, 0 has a periodic solution.
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Proof. Let (x*,f*)edlx¡n, where <f>(x,f,t) is positively compact. Then, by

Theorem 2, the solution <f>(x*,f*, t) of

(21) x'=/*(x,0

is compact. Also,/* is periodic in / since/is asymptotically periodic. By a result of

Massera [9], the solution </>(x*,f*, t) limits to a periodic solution of (21), and more-

over, the periods are the same. Therefore, this periodic solution determines a

periodic motion in ^xj).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 14. Let fe&(R2xR, R2) be a regular function that is asymptotically

periodic and let /* e Qf. Assume that every solution <j>(x*,f*, t) of the limiting

equations x'=/*(x, t) are defined for all rï:0. If there is a positively compact

solution <p(x,f, 0 of x'=/(x, 0, then every limit equation has a periodic solution,

and the periods of the equation and the solution are the same.

The proof of this is similar to that of Theorem 13. It relies on Theorem 2 and a

result of J. L. Massera [9] for periodic equations on R2 x R. We shall omit the

details. However, one should note that the periodic motions on Wx %*0 may not

be in the co-limit set ülxJ), as was the case in the last theorem.

For higher order equations, the following theorem is needed.

Theorem 15. Let tr be a local dynamical system on a metric space X. If -n(p, t)

is a positively compact motion that is asymptotically stable with respect to

y+(p)U ßp, then £2„ is a minimal set which contains a single periodic trajectory.

The definition of asymptotic stability appears in [22, §2] and the proof of this

theorem—for dynamical systems—appears in [21]. The proof can be easily

modified for local dynamical systems.

Let us reformulate the concept of asymptotic stability for the given local

dynamical system 7r on Wx{}*0. Let fe($.=(S,(Wx R, Rn) be a regular function

and assume that the motion v(x,f; t) is defined for all r^O. Let p be a basic metric

on (L The motion 7r(x,/; 0 is asymptotically stable with respect to D if

(i) 7t(x,/; 0 is uniformly positively Lyapunov-stable with respect to D (see

above), and

(ii) there is an r¡0 > 0 with the property that for every (x*, /*) in D with

|x* -<f>(x, f,a)\ + P(f*, /„) < rye       (for some a = 0),

there is a t in R such that

\<f>(x*,f*,t)-<Kx,f, t + 0|+p(/(*,Z+í)->0       (asi->co).

We now seek necessary conditions that the given differential equation *'=/(*, 0

has an asymptotically stable motion ir(x,f; t). Because of Theorem 15, we shall

be interested in only positively compact motions. Since asymptotic stability implies

uniform positive Lyapunov-stability, some necessary conditions appear in Theorem

10 and its corollaries.
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Theorem 16. Let feQ.(WxR, Rn) be a regular function and let ir(x,f; t) be a

motion in W x g*0 that is positively compact and asymptotically stable with respect

to y+(x,f) u £2u/). 77ien / is asymptotically periodic and the w-limit set £2(x>/)

consists of a single periodic trajectory. Hence, if (**,/*) £ £2(x>/), thenf* is periodic

and the solution fax*,f*, t) is periodic; furthermore, the periods are commensurable.

Proof. The argument of Theorem 10, together with Theorem 15, gives the desired

result.   Q.E.D.

The question of sufficient conditions that a motion tr(x,f; t) be asymptotically

stable seems to be harder than the corresponding question for uniform stability

discussed in Theorem 11. The advantage of Theorem 11 is that the concept of

"stability under disturbances from @" is related to standard type of stability (viz.

stability under persistent disturbances) which is fairly well understood. We are

able to give a sufficient condition in terms of uniform asymptotic stability, but a

much weaker condition is certainly possible.

Theorem 17. Let fed(WxR, Rn) be a regular function that is asymptotically

periodic. If fax, / 0 is a positively compact solution of *'=/(*, /) that is uniformly

asymptotically stable, then £2(^>/) is periodic minimal. In particular, every limiting

equation for *'=/(*, 0 has a periodic solution.

Proof. It is easy to show that every limiting equation has a periodic solution.

We proceed as follows. If fax,f, t) is a positively compact solution of *'=/(*, 0

that is uniformly asymptotically stable, then (by Theorem 5) every limiting equation

has a compact solution that is uniformly asymptotically stable. Since the limiting

equations are periodic, it follows from [21, Theorem 4] that every limiting equation

has a periodic solution.

The conclusion that &ix,r) is periodic minimal is stronger than the mere existence

of periodic solutions of the limiting equations. However, this follows from [21,

Corollary to Theorem 5]. More precisely, if (**,/*) £ £2(*,.o, then fax*,f*, t) is a

compact, uniformly asymptotically stable solution of *'=/*(*,/). Furthermore,

by the asymptotic stability, there is an 170 >0 such that if \x — fax*,f*, t)\<t¡0

for some t in R, then

\fax,f*, t)-fax*,f*, T + OI ->0       (as !-+oo).

Hence, the set

Cly(**,/*) = Cl{(fax*,f*, t),ft*) :teR}

is contained in the region of attraction oí fax*, f*, t) (see [21] for definitions) and

7r(**,/*, 0 is periodic.   Q.E.D.

5. Generalizations. In conclusion, some comments can be made on possible

areas of generalization. The first observation is a minor point. Although we

assumed that the given differential equation *'=/(*, 0 was defined on WxR, it

is possible to consider equations defined on WxR+. The natural way to do this
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is to modify everything and discuss only positive semitrajectories, positive invari-

ance, positive recurrence, etc. Another way to treat these equations is to extend

the given equation to all of Wx R and employ the above results.

One may ask whether the conditions for admissibility (cf. [22, §3]) of the given

equation can be weakened. It appears that both conditions can be weakened

somewhat. We shall discuss each condition separately.

A. Discontinuous equations. If one wishes to relax the assumption that the given

differential equation *' =/(*, 0 be continuous, it seems natural to impose a

Carathéodory-type hypothesis. That is, assume that

(i) /is measurable,

(ii) for each /, /(*, 0 is continuous in *, and

(iii) for each compact set K<= W, there is an integrable function m(t) such that

\f(x, 0| úm(t), for all * in AT and / in R.

The author is unable to give any specific results for this more general

case. The problem with this approach seems to be in placing an appropriate

topology on the spaces of translates % so that the mapping tt, defined by (2),

defines a local dynamical system on (fxg. It would appear that a topology

could be generated by means of an integrability condition similar to that used by

Z. Opial [16].

B. Nonuniqueness. In the paper on asymptotically autonomous equations,

L. Markus [8] does not assume that the limiting equations have unique solutions.

Also, R. K. Miller [11] does not use a uniqueness hypothesis in his discussion of

perturbed almost periodic equations. Needless to say, many of our conclusions

can be generalized to this case. However, our viewpoint seems to require the

uniqueness hypothesis.

It is interesting to ask whether uniqueness of solutions is critical. Some authors

(Barbasin [3] and Minkevic [13]) have attempted to develop a theory of topological

dynamics for autonomous differential equations *'=/(*), where/is (only) con-

tinuous. However, as pointed out in [20, p. 385], their assumptions of continuity

were too restrictive to apply to any known differential equation that does not have

unique solutions.

The author [20] has shown that the solutions of *' =/(*) do satisfy a contin-

uity condition, when / is continuous. It would be interesting to know whether

a topological-dynamical theory could be developed for the autonomous dif-

ferential equation that lacks uniqueness and, further, whether this theory can be

extended, in the spirit described in these papers, to nonautonomous differential

equations.

Added in proof. The theory of topological dynamics can be used to study the

solutions of discontinuous differential equations that satisfy a Carathéodory

hypothesis. This extension of the present work is discussed in a forthcoming

paper by R. K. Miller and the author, on the dynamics of Volterra integral

equations.
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